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NOURAGUES: DEEP RAINFOREST ECOLOGY
Bongers, Frans, Pierre Charles-Dominique, Pierre-Michel
Forget, and Marc Théry, editors. 2001. Nouragues: dynamics and plant-animal interactions in a neotropical rainforest. Monographiae Biologicae. Volume 80. Kluwer, Boston, Massachusetts. xvi 1 421 p. $115.00, €125.00, £79.00,
ISBN: 1-4020-0123-1 (acid-free paper).
In 1986, a group of dedicated tropical biologists from
France established a remote biological field station in the
middle of a 1000 km2 old-growth rainforest in French Guiana.
The site is named in reference to indigenous groups who were
present in the area up until the 18th century. The goal of the
present edited volume is to ‘‘present a synthesis of the scientific output of the research undertaken’’ to date. The objective was not to present an ‘‘exhaustive overview’’ of the
forest but rather to synthesize the results of research programs
that were active at the station. The resident research programs
were operating under the assumption that ‘‘long evolutionary
processes lead plant and animal communities of different phyletic lineages to establish complex interactions that govern
forest dynamics and the distribution of biodiversity.’’
The book is divided into five parts including an introduction
and sections entitled ‘‘Plant communities,’’ ‘‘Vertebrate communities and evolutionary ecology,’’ ‘‘Frugivory and seed
dispersal,’’ ‘‘Forest dynamics and recruitment,’’ as well as
an extensive set of appendices listing the major plant and
vertebrate taxa. The book is focused primarily on vertebrates
and the interactions of vertebrates and seed dispersal, topics
that reflect the interests of the founders of the Nouragues site.
The flow of these sections and chapters was logical and well
organized.
The first section consisted of three chapters that introduced
the field station, geography, and climate, as well as an oddly
placed chapter detailing understory light environments. This
latter chapter explored patterns of understory light quality,
for which few data exist, and confirmed patterns of light
quantity, many of which have been found elsewhere. It would
have been helpful, however, if the patterns of light quality
had been included in a broader theoretical context, explaining
why these patterns were important. The chapter describing
the field station and its history was brief and to the point,
with photos displaying the gridded 501 ha permanent forest
plot as well as the housing facilities and the canopy walkway.
With regard to research, one never really obtained a feel for
what sorts of studies would be allowed and encouraged at
the site. Apparently, experimental studies are allowed, but to
what extent is unclear. Regardless, the site seems a very attractive place to conduct research and this is certainly a site
more North, Central, and South American scientists should
consider for their own research (for more information see
^www.cnrs.fr/nouragues&). Indeed, only six of the 43 contributors came from countries other than France and The
Netherlands. This is not a criticism but rather suggests an

opportunity for North American and Latin American tropical
biologists to interact with European biologists at this site.
Perhaps the Organization of Tropical Studies or the Smithsonian could be enticed to explore some cross-site comparisons with the Nouragues station.
The section on plant communities consisted of four chapters, one of which was focused on paleoecology. These chapters gave a very nice introduction to the community ecology
of the site and the tremendous plant species diversity found
there. Nearly half of the tree species, however, remain unidentified below the family level. Rectifying this situation is
currently an immediate priority of the botanical researchers.
The coverage of the flora goes well beyond descriptions of
lowland high rainforest and includes very nice descriptions
of more xeric vegetation types that are associated with inselbergs and granite outcrops. The current descriptive work
sets the stage for more experimental and process-oriented
studies that will be necessary in order to understand the causes
for the observed patterns. The chapter on paleoecology provides a nice, albeit brief, discussion of the interaction of both
short-term and long-term temporal processes in shaping forest
structure and composition.
The chapters in the section on vertebrate communities and
evolutionary ecology focused on the diversity and composition of primates, bats, birds, fishes, and amphibians and
reptiles. In general, these chapters were well done and well
written, though typically the result of relatively short-term
studies of a few years or less. Consequently, it was hard to
get a feel for interannual variability in the taxa of interest. A
chapter on canopy positional differences among primates
seemed a bit out of place and could probably have been better
justified in terms of the scientific motivations. There was a
strong chapter on the adaptive significance of flocking in
birds.
The section on frugivory and seed dispersal was nicely
done and informative. The opening chapter, although brief,
demonstrates the thoroughness of much of the research at
Nouragues and confirms once again the importance of animal
dispersal in tropical forests. For example, primates could create clumped patterns of seedling recruitment that could apparently overwhelm the subsequent effects of predators and
pathogens that attack these seedlings in these localized patches. A chapter on bat frugivory and seed dispersal was quite
thorough, but drew conclusions about species coexistence and
the intensity of interspecific competition based upon putative
niche differences; such conclusions are fraught with danger
and circular in their reasoning. We suggest that these conclusions are in fact testable hypotheses that warrant further
investigation. A chapter on frugivory and dispersal by kinkajous provided a wealth of information on this common but
little-studied mammal.
The final section of the book focused on forest dynamics
and recruitment and, in our view, was the strongest part of
the book, but this may very well reflect our own research
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biases and interests. The chapter on tree-fall gaps provided
a valuable comparison of gaps among tropical forests and of
contrasting methods used to estimate gap size (methods by
Brokaw, Runkle, and Van der Meer). The results demonstrated that, depending upon the method used, new canopy gaps
ranged annually from less than 0.2% to more than 2% of the
study area. A chapter devoted to the ecology of root climbing
vines in the Cyclanthaceae and Araceae shed light on an
important guild of plants that have received very little attention. This chapter combined studies of both biotic (dispersal)
and abiotic (e.g., humidity and light) factors that together
influenced observed patterns of recruitment. There were two
informative back-to-back chapters on the relationship between seed predators/dispersers and recruitment. A much
greater sample size of species (only four species in two families in one study) would significantly increase the value of
these studies and allow more substantive generalizations and
conclusions. Regardless, these chapters were valuable and in
one the authors made the salient point that the evidence for
a mutualistic relationship between scatterhoarders and their
food source is ‘‘merely circumstantial’’ and based on limited
evidence. The authors then provided a concise and thoughtful
review weighing that evidence.
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Overall, the editors and contributors are to be congratulated
for producing an excellent volume. They have established a
new and important research site in South America and have
now completed many of the baseline studies that will make
this site attractive for researchers worldwide. Greater integration and collaboration among this site with other sites in
Latin America would be beneficial for all scientists involved.
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MATRIX MATTERS
Lindenmayer, David B., and Jerry F. Franklin. 2002. Conserving forest biodiversity: a comprehensive multiscaled
approach. Island Press, Washington, D.C. xiv 1 351 p.
$70.00 (cloth), ISBN: 1-55963-934-2 (alk. paper); $35.00
(paper), ISBN: 1-55963-935-0 (alk. paper).
During the past 20 years, conservation of forest biodiversity has emerged as a common conservation goal. Today few
would argue that national parks, preserves, wilderness areas,
and other protected areas will be sufficient to conserve biodiversity effectively, either in North America or globally. This
is principally because these protected areas are generally located in high elevation, remote, or low productivity sites and
are highly fragmented. Ecological processes and human activities occurring outside of these protected areas (the ‘‘matrix’’) have a profound influence on biodiversity. There are
few books that can provide ecologists, conservationists, and
land managers with practical advice on how to deal with the
challenging and critical problem of conserving forest biodiversity in heavily impacted landscapes. Conserving forest biodiversity is a welcome contribution in this arena, outlining
general principles and a useful, multi-scale framework. The
book also provides many illuminating examples of the application of this framework to specific conservation problems
on disparate parts of the globe. Lindenmayer and Franklin
are in an excellent position to provide important insights on
this topic. Not only has their research contributed to the
framework for this complex topic, but they have been in-

volved in many efforts over their careers to apply ecological
principles to specific conservation issues in regions such as
southeastern Australia (especially mountain ash forests),
coastal coniferous forests in the western U.S., and the Nothofagus forests of southern Chile.
The topic of matrix management for biodiversity is vast,
and rather than attempt an exhaustive review of all pertinent
literature the authors instead have provided some general synthetic principles and working hypotheses to build a useful
framework as well as to illustrate possible applications. The
book is certainly not a substitute for a general book on conservation biology or landscape ecology, but may work well
as a supplement to these topics for a advanced undergraduate
or graduate level course.
The book is divided into four major sections: ‘‘Principles
for biodiversity conservation in the matrix,’’ ‘‘Biodiversity
conservation across multiple spatial scales,’’ ‘‘Adaptive management and the human aspects of matrix management,’’ and
case studies, for a total of 19 chapters. In the first section
four chapters provide an overview of key principles of landscape ecology, conservation biology, and disturbance ecology
to build a framework for thinking about the key ways in which
matrix processes and structures influence biodiversity in general and the biodiversity function of reserves in particular.
Included are discussions on some of the controversies in the
field, including application of island biogeographic theory to
forested landscapes, competing models of landscape structure, value of corridors, indicator species, and fragmentation/
edge effects in the temperate forest regions that are the main

